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Introduction I, 

The historical investigation is a problem-solving activity . that· enabfer· 
candidates to d~monstrate the application of their skills and knowledge in an 
area which interests them and which need not be syllabus related. The 
chosen historical enquiry should enable the candidate to develop and apply 
the skills of an historian such as making sense of source material and 
managing conflicting interpretations where necessary. The candidate wil! 
need to search for, select, evaluate and use evidence to reach a decision or 
solve a problem. Candidates are expected to use several sources, including 
primary sources where appropriate. and to evaluate critically at least two. The 
account should be written up in the style outlined later. 

4.2 Examples of the types of investigations candidates may undertake are: 

• A historical topic or theme using written sources or a variety of sources 
• A historical topic based on fieldwork: for example, a museum, 

archeological site, battlefields. churches 
• A historical problem using documents (this could include newspapers) 
• A Jocal history project 
o A history project based on oral interviews 
• A historical investigation based on interpreting a novel, film or piece of 

art. for example. 

4.3 Requirements 

Candidates will be required to: 
• Undertake a historical investigation that may be started in September of 

the Grade 11 year. 
• Provide a title for the historical investigation which, in order to give 

focus and direction, may be framed as a question. 
,. Use more than two sources and include primary sources where 

appropriate. 
• Produce a written account of between l500 - · 2000 words which must 

consist of: 
► An introduction 
► A summary of evidence 
► An evaluation of sources 
► An analysis 
► A conclusion 
► Reflection 
► A list of sources 

The teacher will internally assess the historical investigation. 
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4.5 The Written Account 

Regardless of the type of historical investigation chosen, every candidate 
must produce a \\'fitten account consistin1. of the following seven sections: 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 

A 

Introduction 2 marks 
Summary of evidence 5 marks 
Evaluation of sources 2 marks 
Analysis 5 marks 
Conclusion 2 marks 
Reflection 2 marks 
List of sources 2 marks 

Introduction 

The introduction should include: 
• The subject of the investigation which may be formulated as a 

question 
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• An outline of how the argument or discussion is structured and the 
direction it talces. 

B Summar}· of evidence 

The summary of evidence should indicate what the candidate has 
found out from the sources he or she has used. It can be in the form 
of either a list or continuous ·prose. Any illustrations, documents, or 
other relevant evidence should be included in an appendix and will 
not be included in the final word count. 

C Evaluation of sources 

This section of the written account should be a critical evaluation of at 
least two, but no more than four, important sources appropriate to the 
investigation and should refer to their origin, purpose, value and 
limitation. 

D Analysis 

The analysis should include: 
• a discussion of the historical context of the investigation and of 

the relevance and importance of the investigation 
• analysis of the evidence 
• if appropriate, discussion of different interpretations. 

E Conclusion 

The conclusion must be clearly stated and consistent with the 
evidence presented. 

F Reflection 

This should include 
• explanation and comment on how the investigation was conducted 
• reflection on the personal significance of the investigation 
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G List of sources 

A bibliography or list of sources must be included although this will 
not form part of the word count. 
A written project is to be between 1500 and 2000 words excluding 
pictures, graphs, displays etc . 

4.6 Process to be followed with the Historical Investigation 

This may be started from September of the Grade 11 year. It is suggested 
that candidates be given a structured programme of deadlines to enable them 
to complete the research and writing of the investigation timeously. It is 
strongly advised that this investigation is started in Grade 11 and submitted 
during the first tenn of Grade 12. 

The intention is that this investigation is done in the candidates' own time. 
However, it is not intended that candidates will worJ< unsupervised. lt is the 
responsibility of the teacher to ensure that candidates are familiar with: 
• The requirements of the historical investigation 
• The assessment criteria 
• Internal deadlines and final submission date 

Teachers must explain that the historical investigatjon must be entirely the 
candidate's own and that candidates are expected to sign a written declaration 
to this effect, verified by the teacher, when they submit the work for the 
internal assessment. 

Teachers may give advice on the fi rst draft of the investigation but this first 
draft may not be heavily annotated or edited by the teacher. The next version 
handed in must be the final one. 

Should the teacher doubt the authenticity of the work, they are expected to 
scrutinise the following: 
• The candidate's initial proposal 
• The first draft of the written work 
• The references cited and the bibliography 
• The style of writing compared with the work knov..n to be that of the 

candidate. 

The teacher may also, at his/her discretion, requir:e the candidate to undergo 
an oral interview on the investigation. 

All preliminary work, including the first draft, must be available for 
moderation. 

In order to avoid plagiarism candidates must always ensure that they 
acknowledge fully and in detail the words an·d/or ideas of another person. An 
accepted form of quoting and documenting sources must be applied 
consistently. 
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4.4 Choice of Topic 

Candidates should choose their own topic, with the teacher's guidance. 

The teacher must approve the investigati¢!n before work is started in the light 
of the criteria against which it will be assessed. 
The investigation must be problem ~ centred and the topic must coru1ect with 
historical issues. 

' . 
The choice of topic must al1ow the candidate to utilise the historical skiils of 
selection, analysis, evaluation and synthes is of sources. The candidate must 
be able to demonstrate historical awareness and judgment within the scope of 
the investigation. 

Candidates must be guided towards constructing tightly focused 
investigations, as too large a frame of reference will result in superficial 
work. 

Candidates must be aware of ethical considerations when undertaking any 
investigation. They must show tact and empathy, respect confidentiality and 
acknowledge all sources used. 

The following are examples of the sorts of investigations that would be 
suitable. 

• Oral Histories: How did the· Pass Laws impact on the lives of 
the ... family? 

• Museum investigation: The Museum Africa Treason Trial Exhibition: an 
analysis of its strengths and weaknesses as a source for school research 
into the Treason Trial. 

e Fieldwork: How did the British pitch camp at Isandlwana and why was 
this inadequate in the face of the Zulu attack? A personal -on-site 
investigation. 

• Newspaper study: To what extent did the reporting on the Rivonia Trial 
in the South African English and Afrikaans press reflect the traditional 
politka1 divide between the two language groups? 

• Primary source analysis: How do eyewitness accounts of the events at 
Sharpeville on 21 March 1960 differ? An analysis and assessment of the 
conflicting evidence 
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HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION ASSESSMENT CRITERJA 

A INTRODUCTION 

Marks 
0 There is no introduction to the investigation or it is inappropriate. 

1 The introduction is generally appropriates but not clearly enough focused. 

2 The introduction is focused on the research issue and clearly indicates the 
scope and direction of the investlgation. 

B SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

Marks 
0 There is no evidence 

1-2 The investigation has been poorly researched and insufficient evidence has 
been produced-which is not always referenced. 

3-4 The investigation has been adequately researched and some supporting 
evidence has been produced and referenced. 

5 The investigation has been well researched and good supporting evidence 
has been produced which is correctly referenced. 

C EVALUATION OF SOURCES 

Marks 
0 There is no description or evaluation of sources. 

Sources are described but there is no/insufficient reference to their origin, 
purpose, value and limitation 

2 The evaluation of sources and reference to their origin, purpose, value and 
limitation, is. appropriate. 

D ANALYSIS 

Marks 
0 There is no analysis. 

1-2 There is some attempt at analysing the evidence and the importance of the 
investigation in its historical context. 

3-4 There is analysis of both the evidence and the importance of the 
investigation in its historical context. Where appropriate, different 
interpretations are considered. 

l 
5 There is critical analysis \;f the evidence and the importance of the 

investigation in its historical context. Where appropriate, different 
interpretations are analysed. 
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E 

Marks 
0 

2 

F 

Marks 
0 

2 

CONCLUSION 

There is no conclusion 

The conclusion is not entirely consistent with the evidence presented. 

The conclusion is clearly stated and consistent with the evidence produced. 

REFLECTION 

There is no explanation of how the investigation was conducted and no 
reflection on its personal importance. 

There is limited explanation of how the investigation was conducted and/or 
limited reflection on its personal importance. · 

There is adequate explanation and comment on how the investigation was 
conducted and adequate reflection on its personal importance. 
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G SOURCES AND WORD LIMIT 

Marks 
0 

1 

2 

A list of sources is not included and/or the investigation is not within the 
word limit. 

A list of sources is included but it is incomplete, or one standard method of 
listing sources is not used consistently. The investigation is within the 
word limit. 

A comprehensive list of all sources is included, using one standard method 
of listing sources consistently. The investigation is within the word limit. 

TOTAL: (20 x 2) = 40 marks 
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legacy of historical writing from within South Africa, the discussions were influenced in 
varying degrees by the radical politics of the African liberation struggles, which were then 
current, by the African nationalist historiography that these struggles had spawned, and by 
the works of a generation of brilliant leftist historians and social scientists, among them E. 
P. Thompson, Barrington Moore Jr, Christopher Hill, Eric Hobsbawm, Walter Rodney and 
Eugene Genovese. At the same time, participants in the ICS seminar series were interested 
in historicising the material base of Southern African societies (reflecting the influence of 
structuralist debates then raging in Marxist academic circles). As Marks explained some
what defensively, in light of subsequent criticism of structuralist approaches to history, in 
1996: 

What has driven much of this work has been the urge to restore to African peoples their 
historkal agency and to examine the actions of both settlers aad Africaos in historically and 
culturally specific context. The starting point - but by no means the end point -was to establish 
lhe nature of the political economy, whether of pre-colonial African society, or that of the 
merchant/settlet or, later, industrial capital.9 

Surveying these early years, Marks and Atmore stressed that their seminar had reflected a 
variety of intellectual concerns: 

participants were influenced by the Annales school and the ecological debate; by the rethinking 
of African history aild work on development and underdevelopment; by recent writing on the 
social history of slavery in the United States: and most recently hy the literature sparked off 
by the French Marxist anthropologists on pre-capitalist modes of production. JO 

By the mid 1980s, there can be little doubt that the revisionists had displaced the liberals 
as authors of the dominant tradition in South African historiography, in sheer volume and 
diversity of publication, if in no other way. Marks, in particular, produced a stream of 
doctoral candidates who went on to become highly productive purveyors of the new 
approaches to history during the 1980s. Many had their earliest work published in the 
annual volumes of Collected Seminar Papers produced by the Institute of Commonwealth 
Studies, which were based on the Societies of Southern Africa Seminar, or found their 
voices in the pages of the Journal of Southern African Studies (JSAS), which was published 
from 1974. Some contributed pieces to a series of three major collections that Marks 
co-edited in the 1980s.11 These edited collections in particular served a critical purpose 
because they not only marked out the sets of themes around which the revisionist discourse 
had coalesced; they mapped out the terrain for future research and writing. 

In that turbulent decade of the 1980s, a new emphasis on black social history - on 
'history from below' - which was sponsored by the revisionists, seemed to offer myriad 
possibilities for politically relevant work. For those revisionist historians based inside South 
Africa as the struggle against the apartheid state intensified, the biennial History Workshop 
Conferences organised at the University of the Witwatersrand became the focus for intense 
and passionate debates on aspecls of worker and peasant history, the themes of which - as 
it appeared - were being played out simultaneously on the streets around them. Few 
doubted that history itself had become a critical site of struggle. 

At the same time, the signs of a shift or evolution in Marks's own historical writing 
were clear in the publication in 1986 of a set of three essays under the collective title of 

9 Marks, 'Rewriling South African History·, p. 20. 
10 'Jntroduction' to S. Marks and A. Atmore (eds), Economy and Society in Pre-Industrial South Africa (London, 

Longman. 1980). p. 3. 
I I Marks and Atmore (eds), Economy and Snciery in Pre-lndwrtrial South Africa; S. Marks and R. Rathbone (eds), 

lndw;trialisatwn arrd Social Clzange in South Afrh'o.. African Class Formation, Culture and Consciousness 
1870--1930 (London, Longman, 1982); S. Marks and S. Trapido (eds), Thu Politics of Race, Class and Nationalism 
in Tweruierh Century South Africa (Londo11, Longman, 1987). 
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The Ambiguities of Dependence in South Africa. In the introduction to that book, Marks 
wrote: 

Iri retrospect, these essays were originally written irt this way in part as a result of a certain 
dissatisfaction with much of the e)l;isting literature on South Africa in the twentieth century. On 
the one hand, recent work on 1he political economy has been marked by a heavy structuralism 
that has left little space for the individual, and on the other, studies of particular nationalist and 
trade union organizations have tended to be heavily institutional and have dealt with individuals 
only at a generalized and ideological levei.12 

Among other things, she noted that structuralist approaches had failed to consider the role 
of the 'so-called black dominated classes' in shaping the nature of the segregationist society 
of which they were part. It was from this observation that her interest in the structured 
ambiguity, the tightrope walk of 'colonial misunderstanding' had sprung.13 Her interest 
harked back to the focus on African agency in history expressed at the beginning of her 
career, but also anticipated the ways in which the victims of colonialism were reconceptu
alised as subalterns in post-colonial theory, that is, as active agents in what Prakash calls 
(in reference to Gandhi) 'the realigning of categories aligned by colonialism' .14 

At around the same time, Marks was working on another project involving a file she had 
found of the correspondence between three South African women. The edited text of that 
correspondence, together with an extensive historical introduction, was published by her in 
1987 under the title Not Either an Experimental Doll. The book launched her into two new 
areas of research which became major themes of her subsequent work: the intersections of 
issues of gender with race and class, and the social history of medicine (especially, of 
psychiatry) in South Africa. 

In the introduction she wrote: 

The correspondence moves us beyond the aridity of an unpeopled political economy, to the 
ambiguities of everyday life. Yet through it we see the overarching constraints of social 
strucmre on human agencr, and the complex relationship of individual psychology with a 
culture-bound social order. 5 

Meanwhile, on the wider stage, the latter half of the 1980s saw a growing diversity of 
themes in revisionist scholarship, which had moved beyond issues of political economy to 
address, in addition, social and cultural questions such as the environment, gender relations, 
health, religion, ethnicity and identity. This was reflected in a series of special issues of 
JSAS on themes such as 'The political economy of health' (l 987), 'Culture and conscious
ness' (1988), and 'The politics of conservation' (1989). 

New Histories and the 'New' South Africa 

The disintegration of the Apartheid state, when it finally happened, came very rapidly. The 
collapse of P. W. Botha's 'total strategy' and the imposition of a State of Emergency in 
1985 was followed by four and half years of political paralysis in which increasingly 
vindictive and uncontrolled paroxysms of violence from a variety of sources threatened to 
engulf the country. Meanwhile, internal and external pressures for radical change were 
becoming irresistible. In these circumstances the stroke that finally removed Botha from the 

12 S. Marks, The Ambiguities of Dependence in South Africa. Class, Natfrmalism and rhe Srate in twentieth century 
South Africa (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, I 986), p. 7. 

13 Ibid., p. I, 
14 G. Prakash (ed), After Colonialism. JmperiQI Histories a,,d P,mcolonial Displacements (Princeton. Princeton 

Univeisity Press, 1995}, p. 7. 
15 S. Marks, Not Either an Experimental [)(J{l (London, The Women•~ Press, 1987), p. 1. 
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presidency in 1989 was seized upon by the political directorate in Pretoria as an opportunity 
to open dialogue with their opponents in an effort to find altemati ve political trajectories for 
the country. Within months, the process of dismantling the.legal apparatus of apartheid had 
begun and negotiations were in train for a peaceful transition of power to the disenfran
chised biack majority. 16 

The rapid legal and political demise of the apartheid regime had a remarkable effect on 
the discourses of South African history in general, and on revisionist historians in particular. 
Less than three months after the first non-racial democratic elections were held in April 
1994, which brought Nelson Mandela and the ANC to power, the regular biennial History 
Workshop Conference was held at the University of the Witwatersrand on the theme 
'Democracy: popular precedents, popular practice, popular cuiture'. Speaking at the final 
plenary session of that conference, Shula Marks noted that there had been a curious dearth 
of papers on historical topics; instead, papers that addressed the range of problems faced 
by the new government predominated. She felt moved to make a plea to the participants not 
to neglect historical research. This was remarkable in a forum that had been established as 
one of the main vehiclei; for the study of social history in South Africa, and which had 
become a major engine of revisionist historiography since its first meeting in 1978.17 It was 
perhaps Jess surprising given her experience on arriving at (the former) Jan Smuts ail.port 
a few weeks earlier, when an immigration officer had remarked on her profession: 
'Historian? Historian? You can't be an historian now! ... l mean, in the new South Africa, 
we have to look to the future, not to the past .. .' .18 A month after the History Workshop 
meeting, the Twentieth Anniversary Conference of the Journal of Southern African Studies 
was held at the University of York. It quickly became apparent that similar disquieting 
trends were abroad. Reporting on the mood of the gathering in a subsequent article, Paul 
Rich commented on. what he felt was 'a general crisis of nerve among the academic left in 
Southern African studies, and its slowness to come to terms with the post-Cold War 
World' .19 Around the same time, Jeff Peires, in a contribution to the Southern African 
Review of Books, commented on 'unmistakable signs of crisis and collapse' in the radical 
historiography on South Africa.2° 

Nuttall and Wright have argued that one deep-seated reason for this sense of crisis, 
which they point out was not confined to historians of the revisionist school alone, was 'the 
sudden evaporation, in the course of the dramatic political changes of the early 1990s, of 
the moral and epistemological certainties of the apartheid era': 

South African historians were, we can now see with hindsight, in one way or another, to a 
greater or lesser degree, caught up in the deep and narrow groove of 'struggle history'. This 
point is not intended as a criticism of anti-apartheid historians, among whom we count 
oufSelves. Given the political imperatives of the time, it is difficult to see how they could have 

16 J. Rantete a:nd H. Giliomee. 'T111nsi1ion to Democracy Through Transaction? Bilateral Negotiations between the 
ANC and NP in South Africa', African Affairs, 91,365 (October 1992), pp. 515-542, 

17 This account is based partly on my own recollection of Marks 's comrnents at the Conference. See also Eric Foner, 
'Report: Conference: Democracy, Popular Precedents, Popular Practire, Popular Culture, History Workshop, 
Unh•ersity of the Witwatersrand. Johannesburg. 13-15 July 1994. We Must Forget the Past: History in the New 
South Africa', Sou.th African HisMricallountal, 32 (May 1995). pp. 161-167. Foner took the title for his article 
from a speech made by the then ne,vly inaugurated President Mandela. 

18 Although I first heard Marks relate thi.~ anecdote as a preface 10 her remarks at the History Workshop Conference 
in 1994. the incident is also dted in her 1996 lecture, 'Rewriting South African History', p. 2. The quotation 
reproduced here is taken from the latter version. 

19 P. Rich, 'Is South African Radical Hi81ory Becoming Irrelevant?', South AfricanHfatorica/Joumal, 31 (November 
1994). pp. l91-197; see also the comments of N. Etherington, 'Fissures in the Post-Apartheid Academy', 
pp. 205~208. 

20 Quoted by Tim Nuttall and John Wright, 'Exploring History with a Capiial "H'' •. Current Writing. IO, 2 (1998), 
p.38. 
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done history otherwise ... But the degree to which academic historians of all shades of opinion 
became involved in fighting political battles on tb.e terrain of their discipline meant that when 
the political climate suddenly began to change, as happened from 1990, many of them. on the 
right and left alike, were left without clear academic agendas.21 

For many practitioners of South African history it seemed inescapable by the mid-1990s 
that there must be a 'new history' to complement the 'new South Africa'; the question was, 
what sort of new history? Did the changing times, when the political talk was of 
reconciliation and healing, mean that the swords of strUggle history should be beaten into 
the apparently more socially responsible and constructive plowshares of 'public history'? 

The new, highly ceremonial form of public history that was then emerging in South 
Africa concentrated on the promotion of the redemptive value of memory and of personal 
testimony on the one hand, and on the identification and dedication of new, inclusive, 
national monuments on the other. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission, established in 
1996, was an example of the first aspect of the new public history; the debate over the 
future of Robben Island after 1992 was an example of the second.22 It was a sign of the 
times that the anniversary of the Battle of Blood River on 16 December 1838, long 
celebrated by Afrikaners as The Day of the Covenant and by the ANC as the Day of the 
Heroes, should be renamed the Day of Reconciliation by the Government in 1998.23 Aside 
from this trend, there was also understandable economic and political pressure to promote 
the rapid development of the field of heritage studies - that ultimate commodification of 
history in pursuit of the tourist dollar.24 

At the same time as radical historiography was facing a chal1enge to explain its 
continuing practical relevance in post-apartheid South Africa, it was facing a challenge 
from another quarter. New postmodernist and post-colonial approaches were striking at the 
conceptual roots of social history in a variety of ways. Of course, this challenge was being 
felt throughout the academic world in these years, and continues to generate heated debate. 
Referring to the philosophical and conceptual challenges occasioned by the emergence of 
the postmodernist critique, Patrick Joyce commented in 1995 that 'the self-confidence and 
unity of "history" has been fissured as never before' .25 However, the post modernist critique 
seemed particularly threatening to revisionist historians in South Africa. who had previously 
been spared the necessity of engagirtg with it. According to David Bunn, writing in 1994 
'there is a deep anxiety that a new theoretical abstraction will be communicated like a blight 
to local historical analysis', and that this invasion would result in 'the ruin of a rich tradition 
of empirical and archival research'.26 

21 Nuttall and Wright, 'Exploring History\ p. 41. 
22 For a discussion both of this general trend and of the particular examples cited here see S arnh Nuttall and Carli 

Coetzee (eds), Negotiating the Pa.fl. The Making af Menwry in Souih Africa (Cape Town. Oxford University Pn:ss, 
1998). The Tnuh and Reconciliation Commission has given rise to a substantial. literature, some of which is 
reviewed in A. Norval, 'Review /uticle: Truth and Reconciliatjon: The Birth of the Present and the Reworking 
of History' ,Journal of Southern African Studies, 25, 3 (September I 999), pp. 499--519. A. recent and comroversial 
addition to that literdture i$ A. Jeffery, The Truth about the Truth Commission (Johannesburg, Snuth African 
Institute of Race Relations, 1999). Among the few favourable reviews is R. W. Johnson, 'Why There is No Way 
to Dispose of Painful History', London Review of Books, 14 October 1999. 

23 'Zulus Gain Place in Blood River HistQry', The Star Internet Edition (Johannesburg), 16 December 1998. 
24 The leaflet produced in I 999 10 promote the new Heritage Studies programme in the Graduate School for the 

Humanities and Social Sciences at the University of the Witwatersrand points out that there is 'an enormous 
demand for trained professiona!R to work in the fields of heritage and tourism', and goes 011 to list the History 
Workshop as one of the resources available at Wits to suppon the programme. For a theoretical discussion of 
'Heritage' see D. Lowenthal, The HeriUlge Crusade and the Challenge of History (Cambridge and New York, 
Cambridge University Press, I 998). 

25 P. Joyce, 'The End of Socia! Historyr. Social History, 20, I {January 1995), pp. 73-91. 
26 D. Bunn, 'The Insistence on Theory: Three Questions for Megan Vaughan', Social Dynamics, 20, I (1994). 

pp.24-34, 
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On the other hand, there were those who felt from the outset that an active engagement 
with 'the linguistic tum' in history and other new emerging intellectual currents could be 
used as a means of responding to the perceived crisis in South African history, and that the 
critiques they provided of current practice could be used to open up fertile new appcoaches 
to, and areas for, academic enquicy.27 Patrick Joyce argues: 

A post modem view would identify modernity as a nonnative project. If social history is the 
child of modernity, then it is seen to be part of this project, not innocently naming the world 
but creating it in its own political and intellectual image. If this is so, or even if it can be 
entertained at all, it follows that historians need to engage with contemporary debates, for these 
entail refleclion on the very founding propositions. and the history, of their discipline itself. 
From this perspective, the 'discontents' of social history are those of modernity at last coming 
to reflect upon itself. 28 

The result of this process of engagement, he suggests, would be a 'self-reflective and 
historicised understanding of social history; which would point to something new - a 
'reconfigured social history'. Patrick Harries was among those South African historians who 
argued that, with the end of apartheid, there was a need to move away from 'socio
economic causality' and to see consciousness, 

not as the product of 'objective reality' or even a lens through which reality is perceived, but 
as the product of a repertoire of signs through which experience is ordered and arranged, and 
infused with meaning. From this perspective, experience is symbolically mediated and different 
individuals, groups and societies (including authors and actors) may interpret the same incident 
in very different ways. 29 

Commenting on this approach in 1996 Shula Marks wrote: 

Seen this way there is perhaps no need after all to weigh up documents against dreams, archives 
against ancestors: they are both as Greg Dening has forcefully reminded us 'history', if by 
history we understand the multiple ways people have of possessing and performing the past.,. I 
remain too much of a materialist to believe that the cultural historian can escape socio-econ
omic causality; nor do I think we escape tbe demands of making political and moral judgments 
by an escape into a free-floating repertoires of signs. I cannot help but feel that there is another 
kind of historical amnesia - and a flight from politics by the white intelligentsia - in the total 
cultural relativism he calls for ... 30 

Marks's position found echoes in a parallel discourse on the future of social history that was 
underway in Britain in the pages of History Workshop Journal, another familiar exemplar 
of the radical tradition for South African revisionists. In a contribution to that debate, 
Gareth Stedman Jones acknowledged the necessity for revision of the social history project. 
especially in light of the fall of communism in Europe in 1989. But he rejected the 
'linguistic tum' based on Foucault as a viable alternative by arguing that there was on old 
fashioned 'determinist fix' at the heart of the new discursive and post modernist conceptions 

of history - thus neatly turning the tables on the critics of social history.31 

Notwithstanding the stout defence of revisionist approaches to history by key practi
tioners such as Marks, the debate rumbled on. A conference on the theme 'The Future of 
the Past: The Prodm.'tion of History in a Changing South Africa' at the University of the 
Western Cape in July 1996 dramatically illustrated that a new group of young post-

27 A.Norval, 'The "Boerewors Curtain" and the "Metropule": Twenty Years of South African Studies', SouthAfrican 
Historical Journal. 31 (November 1994), pp. 198-208. 

28 P. Joyce, 'The End of Social History?', pp. 73-14. 
29 P. Harries, Work, Culture and Identity. Migrant Labourers in Mozambique and South Africa, c.1890-1910 

(London, James Currey, 1994), pp. xv-x.vi. 
30 Manes, 'Rewriting South African History', pp. 24-25. 
31 G. Stedman Jones, 'The Detenninist Fix: Some Obstacles to 1he Further Development of the Linguistic Approach 

ro History in the l990s', History Workshop Joumal, 42 (1996), pp. 19--35. 
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structuralist scholars was coalescing in South Africa to contest the historical terrain 
previously dominated by the revisionists. Reporting on the Conference, Carolyn Hamilton 
noted firstly, 'a pressure on academic historians to rethink their largely, though not 
universally held assumptions about the objectivity and superiority of the history produced 
in the academies'; and, secondly, a pressure 'for historians, particularly white academics, 
to consider more carefully the power implications of their practices'. Seeking to cast these 
challenges in a positive light, Hamilton argued: 

While certain practitioners from outside the academy expressed frustration with the tontests 
that characterised the conference, suggesting that there is in fact 'room for all', the debates, 
sometimes heated ilnd awkward, demanded a new reflexivity within the domains of history 
production, and created a condition of destabili~ation that contrasts shiuply with the com
placency of the History Workshop. This disruption contains in it the potential to revitalise tbe 
proj e<:t of history production, not least of all within the academies. n 

Many of the issues highlighted at the Conference were thrown into stark relief in an article 
by Gary Minkley and Ciraj Rassool on memory and the uses of oral history, which 
contained a stinging critique of Charles van Onselen's monumental study of a black South 
African sharecropper, entitled The Seed is Mine: The Life of Kas Maine (1993). van 
Onselen conceived his work as 'the story of a man who never was' according to the official 
record, as a single life history standing for the collective life experience of thousands of 
sharecropping families. Minkley and Rassool accused van Onselen of 'ventriloquising' Kas 
Maine as a consequence of the imperative in the social history approach (and other 
modernist approaches to history) to produce a totalising narrative from personal memories. 
Instead of an 'an authentic voice from below', they argue, 'the narrative voice that emerges 
is van Onselen's'. They conclude: 

The ironic consequences of many previous attempts to place categories of people 'bidden from 
history' at the centre of historical studies 'from below' was that these studies had deepened 
their marginalization and perpetuated their special status. The bidden and the silenced were 
inserted into histories largely as a 'contextual device'. Kas Maine suffers a similar fate.33 

More generally, whether it was in the pages of the UWC-sponsored Journal of Cape 
History, Kronos, in the previously somewhat staid and parochial South African Historical 
Journal, or in the Journal of Southern African Studies, the growing currency of post-struc
turalist discourses in South African Studies was unmistakable.

34 

In light of the challenges sketched out above, what is the continuing relevance and 
utility of the social history project in South African historical writing, of which Shula Marks 
was a pioneer, at the cusp of this new century and new millennium? Does social history 
have a future? In the last part of this paper I will consider possible new directions through 
an examination of some recent contributions to South African historiography (including 
some by Marks herselt), and the extent to which these new directions may build on, rather 
than negate, the achievements of radical historiography. 

32 C. Hamilton, 'The Future of the Past.: New Trajectories', South African Historlcal Jaumu/, 35 (November I 996), 
pp. 146-148. 

33 G. Minklcy and C. Rassoul, 'Orality, Memory, and Social History in South Africa'. in Nuuall and Coetzee (eds}, 
Negotiating the Pa,·t, p. 98. 

34 See for example A. Bank and G. Minkley's Editorial to the 'pre-millennium issue' of Kio,ws, entitled, 
'Genealogies of Space and Identity in Cape Town', Krorws, 25, ( 1998/1999), pcsted on lhe internet at 
www.uwc.ac.za/artslih/krouos/editorial.htrnl. This i£ an interesling attempt to encompass and to meld the 
contributions of both postcolonial discourses and social history approaches to the hi,tory of Cape Town. 
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New Directions 

One of the most alluring and simultaneously egregious errors of any historiographical 
review is the proposition that one event, one writer; one book, or even one article, can 
invent or constitute a new direction - a break with the past. The reality is that all historical 
writing, like every other genre, feeds off what has gone before, and that changes in the 
discourse, when they occur, tend to be incremental. It is as well to remind ourselves of this 
in considering the 're-visioning' of South African history that has been underway over the 
last decade since - despite dramatic changes in the context in which history is being 
produced - the continuities between the older historiography and many of the newer texts 
that have appeared are at least as striking as the evidence of new directions. 

In fact, from the mid- l 980s onwards, as we have seen, there had been signs of 
significant movement in the themes and approaches adopted by a number of those identified· 
with the radical historiography, not least Shula Marks herself, which had taken their 
concerns into terrain now claimed by the p0st~structuralists. lnterestingly, David Bunn, in 
his critique of uses of the 'voice' in history, singles out Not Either an Experimental Doll 
for praise because of its combination of the essay form with the presentation of oral 
evidence. This may be seen as an implicit contrast with the approach adopted by van 
Onselen in Kas Maine (criticised by some revisionists as well as by post-structuralists such 
as Minkley and Rassool), in which the 'workings' were deliberately left out.35 

Marks elaborated some of t~e themes she had begun to explore in the mid-1980s in a 
work called Divided Sisterhood (1994), a study of the nursing profession in South Africa. 
This book and the research that it produced might have been seen by some (wrongly, we 
can see clearly in retrospect) as standing outside the main corpus of her work. However, 
by adopting a gendered analysis, Marks found the freedom to address new subjects and new 
sources of material and, thus, to experiment with new conceptual approaches in her practice 
of history. It is notable that feminist historians were among the first in the academy to 
engage with and embrace aspects of postcolonial theory and postmodernist techniques, 
perhaps because notions of discourses or displacement, knowledge and power in colonial 
society, as well as allied debates on what constituted historical evidence, were easily 
recognisable and were easily grafted onto their work on the female subject. Meanwhile, 
issues of health and the body were key exemplars for practitioners of postcolonial history. 
Thus, much of Marks's writing since the mid-1980s can be seen as a convergence with the 
approach to postcolonial history posited by Dipesh Chakrabarty: 

The idea is to write into the history of modernity the ambivalences, contradictions, the use of 
force, and the tragedies and ironies tha1 attend it. That the rhetoric and the claims of (bourgeois) 
equality, of citizens' rights, of self-detennination through a sovereign nation state have in many 
circumstances empowered marginal social groups in their struggles is understandable - this 
recognition is indispensable to the project of Subaltern Studies. What effectively i~ played 
down however, in histories that either implicitly or explicitly celebrate the advent of the 
modem state and the idea of citizenship, is the repression and violence that are as instrumental 
in the victory of the modem as is the persuasive power of its rhetorical strategies. Nowhere is 
this irony - lhe undemocratic fouttdatiorts of 'democracy' - more visible than in the history of 
modem medicine, public health, and personal hygiene, the discourses thal have been central in 
locating the body of the modern at the intersection of the public and the private (as defined by, 
and subject to, negotiations with the state).36 

35 Bunn, "The Insistence on Theory', p. 31. It may be recalled that van Onselen surprised many by his decision to 
diverge from normal practice and to publish his discussion of the methodology used in the book separately in 
j oumal articles. 

3 6 D. Chakrabarty, 'Postcoloniality and the Arti lice of History', reproduced in B. Ashcroft, G. Griffiths and H. Tiffin 
{eds), The Post-colonial Studies Reader (London and New York, Routledge, 1995}, pp. 383-388. 
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This convergence was made explicit in a collection of social historical writing on Africa 
and India entitled Contesting Colonial Hegemony, which Marks co-edited with Dagmar 
Engels in 1994.31 While the contributions from the African side included several that were 
cast firmly in the social history tradition, those on India were fired by the post-colonialist 
discourse that had arisen in South Asian history since the early 198Os, sometimes known 
(after the journal that became a vehicle for much of its early writing) as Subaltern Studies. 
The Subalternists had begun to diverge from the leftist tradition of 'history from below' 
during the mid-1980s, as their investigations of the operations of power in the colonial state, 
Logether with postmodernist discourses about the ways in which power was embedded in 
traditional approaches to historical writing in the West, began to undermine- their comfort
able notions of the subaltern as autonomous historical subject. Instead, by the early 1990s, 
they had completed a conceptual 'relocation of suba.lternity in the operation of dominant 
discourses'; that is, a concept of subaltemity as a condition constituted by, and a discursive 
effect of, the exetcise of colonial power.38 They had also come close to abandoning the 
social historical project altogether, as fatally compromised by its prime signifiers and 
modernist agenda.39 The unifying thread between these two schools, as identified by Marks 
and Engels in their introduction, was the Gramscian concept of 'hegemony', and 
specifically the modes of operation of imperial hegemony. The various contributions 
gathered in the collection could be seen as playing creatively with this concept. More 
broadly, the collection may be seen as testimony to the view that post-colonial discourses 
and the social history project may engage each other in a number of creative ways.40 It also 
makes a case for more comparative history, particularly the comparative history of 
colonised societies, a<i a rich source of new and stimulating questions for historians in and 
of the 'South' .41 

The new currents and complexities evident in revisionist writing on South African 
history, as seen in Marks's work since the mid- I 980s, are also evident in the work of a 
number of her former students. Amongst these, it is perhaps unsurprising to find the work 
of Isabel Hofmeyr, who is not an historian but a professor of African literature. In her book, 
We Spend Our Years as a Tale that is Told (1993), Hofmeyr investigated the intersections 
between oral story telling. literacy and historical narrative. In the introduction she makes 
explicit her debt to the genre of social history but goes on to state that, in addition, 

other traditions of scholarship have informed. the way I have approached historical narrative. 
These include spe<:ulation on the literary qualities of oral historicaJ traditions undertaken by 
historians; analyses of historical discourse executed by symbolic anthropologists; sociologicaJly 
inclined investigations into life history and personal testimony; and literary and linguistics 
examinations of everyday narrative and storytelling.42 

37 D. Engels and S. Marks (eds), Contesti"g Colonial Hegemuny, Stale and Socieiy in Africa and India (London 
and New York, British Academy Pres5, 1994). 

38 G. Prakash, 'Subaltern StudiM as Post.colonial Criticism', American Studies Review, 99. 5 {December I 994), 
p. 1475. 

39 D. Chakrabarty, 'Postcoloniality and the Artifice of History', pp. 384-385. 
40 Broadly speaking, this is the argument .s<:t out by Tim Nunall and John Wright in the concluding sections of their 

. thoughtful anicle, 'Exploring Beyond History with a Capital "H" '. pp. 54-57. 
41 My own work has picked up this Iheme and is seeking to promote a comparative project between the Caribbean 

and Southern Africa: A. Cobley, 'Forgotreli Conneclions, U ncomidered Para!lels: A New Agenda for Cornparadve 
Research in Southern Africa and the Caribbean', Afrkan Studies, 58, 2 (December 1999), pp. 133~155. Among 
other studies. which can be seen as part of the burgeoning post-colonial comparative ethos in historical writing 
is W, Beinan and P. Coates, E11vironment and History. The Taming of Nature in the USA and South Africa (London, 
New York, Routledge, 1995). 

42 I. Hofmeyr, • We Spend Our Years as a Tale That is Told': Oral Hi.ltorir.a/ Narrative in A South African Chiefdom 
(Johannesburg, Witwatersrand University Press, 1994), pp. 6--7; also cited in Bunn, 'The Insistence on Theory', 
p. 31. 
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Her conclusion is striking, suggesting that there are fertile grounds to explore beyond those 
delimited by the traces of economic determinism in unproblematised social history ap
proaches: 

Anyone wishing to come to terms with popular consciousness and the role it plays in political 
behaviour would do well to pay close attention to words and stories, granting them an 
independence that is not inevitably yoked to a material base.43 

The notion of building on, rather than breaking down, existing paradigms, which is inherent 
in Hofmeyr;s work, is also evident in the work of Tim Keegan. He saw his hook, Colonial 
South Africa and the Origins of Racial Order (1996), as part of a project to build on the 
start made in Marks and Atmore's seminal edited collection of 1980 to provide a more 
integrated and comprehensive picture of pre-industrial economy and society in South 
Africa.44 But he was also revisiting a terrain that had only recently been mapped out afresh 
from a post-structuralist perspective by Clifton Crais.4s In a typically robust rebuttal of 
criticism of his book by Andrew Bank in the New Southern African Review of Books, he 
denied that he had 'set up a dichotomy between modem preoccupations with what I 
described as "meaning, and mentality, ideology and culture", and my own pre-occupation 
with "macro-ana1ysis" and "structuring forces" ': 

This is not what I meant to imply. I regard new directions in historiography as very exciting, 
more so than the a-priori structuralisms of a previous age; and I was fully alive to the 
possibilities and achievements of the new writing in preparing my book ... But I also intended 
the book to provide the kind of ·macro-analysis' that has fallen into disfavour, not as an 
alternative to the new historiography, but as a corrective to the navel-gazing proclivities of 
some of its practitionel'S.46 

Having taken some swipes at what he sees as the particular weaknesses of the new writing, 
Keegan continues, rather grumpily: 

(T)he retreat from politics and economics in much modern historical scholarship is a fact, and 
has to do with a weariness with the real world, a decline in idealism, and a sort of 
end--of-history fatigue following the triumph of neo--liberal orthodoxies and the demoralisation 
of the left. One also knows that stasis is impossible, and the tenor of the times is always 
changing. So new enthusiasms emerge, and new syntheses develop. Good historical scholarship 
always incorporates economic and political concerns with cultural and ideological, the macro 
with the micro, the external with the internal. And it is always grounded in a firm base of 
narrative as well, for without narrative, explanation in history is impossible.47 

Whatever one might think of Keegan's analysis of the provenance of the new historiogra
phy, his assessment of what constitutes good historical scholarship, namely a creative 
synthesis of levels and methods of historical explanation, aptly sums up the best of the 
revisionist writing that continues to emerge from the academy in South Africa and 
internationa1ly. 

In a recent lecture delivered to the British Academy on 'White Masculinity: Jan Smuts, 

43 Hofmeyr, 'We Spelld Our Years As a Tale That is Told', p. 181. For an argument in similar vtiin see D. Medalie, 
• "Keeping History Open": Studies in South African Literary History', Journal of Southern African Studits, 25; 
2 (June 1999}. pp. 303-310. 

44 T. Keegan, Colonial SourhAfrica and the Origiru of the Racial Order (Cape Town, Arlington and Leicester, David 
Philip, University Press of Virginia, Leicester University Press, 1996). 

45 C. Crais, White Supremacy and Black Resistance in Preindustriai South Africa, the Making of the Colonial Order 
in the Eastern Cape (Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 1992). 

46 Andrew Bank's original review of Keegan's book, entitled, 'Liberalism and Race' appeared in the new internet 
version of the Soiuhern African Review of Books, (May 1998); Keegan's reply was appended to tile original article 
under the heading 'Timothy Keegan Respond.~'. Both references can be found at www.uni-ulm.de/-rtui:rel!/ 
sarobnewhtm/keegan.html. 

47 'Timothy Keegan Responds', p. 4. 
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Race and the South African War', Marks provides an example of this synthetic, layered 
approach. Although framed superficially as historical biography, her discussion of Smuts 
addresses fundamental issues of gender, race and culture in South African history as she 
seeks to explore his motivations and unpick his identity.48 In similar vein, in a foreword to 
Edgar and Sapire's recent book, African Apocalypse, the study of an African Prophetess 
judged insane and confined to psychiatric hospitals in South Africa for thirteen years, Marks 
praises the 'multiple excavations.' their study required: 

Although this volume illuminates what I have termed the 'separate worlds we all inhabit, but 
which are made more frightening and separate by the divisions of age, ethnicity and race'. 
paradollically it also illuminates the conttections between these worlds.49 

Ultimately, the message for historians of Southern Africa - of whatever ideological cast -
is that good historical scholarship is never likely to go out of style. 

Conclusions: 'A Luta Continua'? 

As South Africa contemplates its post-apartheid future, one of the most disquieting 
developments has been the erosion of history as an academic discipline in that country. This 
trend is, of course, not cdnfined to South Africa, but the extent to which history has become 
a casualty of the new order in South Africa is truly alarming. ln a recent internet discussion 
on 'Staff Profiles' at South African Universities, a query about the proportion of black to 
white historians, and whether ageing white academics could really teach 'black' history in 
the new South Africa, quickly shifted to an anguished debate about the absolute decline in 
the number of posts available at South African universities. Declining staff numbers are in 
part a response to declining student tegistrations. One lecturer from the University of the 
North West commented: 'We are getting fewer and fewer intakes each year. This year we 
have a pathetic 25 new first year history students'.'° fn large part this decline is due to a 
perception that other di8ciplines are more immediately relevant in meeting material 
concerns and providing employment prospects than history or other subjects in the 
humanities. Against this background, the intellectual debate that has raged over the last 
decade about. the continuing relevance of academic history in post-apartheid South Africa 
has taken on an increasingly desperate tone. While much of the historiographical debate in 
the academy since I 990 has focused on the validity of certain themes and concepts of South 
African history in the post-apartheid era, it is increasingly apparent that the real question 
to be addressed is not, 'does social history have a future?' but 'does history as a discrete 
discipline have a future?' 

To add insult to injury, the South African Government's attitude to history as a tool for 
nation-building, rather than as an autonomous discourse or as an end in its own right, first 
seen in the rise of 'public history' in the mid-1990s. was enshrined in the proposed 
'Curriculum 1005' for schools. According to Martin Legassick, writing on behalf of lhe 
South African Historical Society in 1998: 'Not nearly enough care has been taken in the 
documents in considering history as a way of understanding and analysing the past and of 
the possibilities for conflicting interpretations' . He also noted that there was 'very liuJe in 
the way of human agency' in the proposal. Perhaps most depressing was his observation 
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that, 'the way in which identity is presented in the curriculum at present ... has not broken 
with the traditional South African way of understanding communities as fixed and 
historically unchanging':~1 Many of these criticisms were echoed in the Report of the 
History Panel on Curriculum 2005 chaired by Professor Njabulo Ndebele. 

In her 1996 lecture, Shula Marks offered this justification for the continuation of social 
history: 

In the moment of reconciliation ... it is perhaps understandable that people wish to forget the 
past, to move beyond it; to Jet bygones be bygones. To quote Senator George Mitchell on 
Northern lreland: 'If the focus remains on the past. the past will become the future and that is 
something no one can desire'. Nevertheless, however politically expedient it may be to try to 
look to the challenges of the future rather than dwell interminably on the wrongs of the past, 
history is not so easily forgotten ... True reconciliation cannot be based upon ignorance of the 
pasL History may be dangerous and divisive; I believe ignorance is even more divisive and 
dangerous.52 

Marks amplified this point in a lecture on 'The Role of the Humanities in Higher Education 
in South Africa' delivered at the invitation of the Minister of Education Professor Kader 
Asrnal. in Johannesburg in April 2000. In response to the question, 'Can South Africa 
afford to be concerned with the humanities?' she said, 'the only answer is the one given 
to the politician who remarked that education is expensive: ''Try ignorance" '.51 

Fortunately, there is evidence that the Government is listening. Early this year the 
Minister of Education, in launching a process to 'streamline and strengthen' Curriculum 
2005, referred specifically to the arguments being made for the preservation of history as 
a 'free-standing subject': 

It is unthinkable that we should deny history its proper place in a country where history has 
consc.iously been used to leach myths about white superiority and black inferiority, where 
hislory has reinforced racial myths and stereotypes - myths and stereotypes which still flourish 
in our schools as much as in wider society - where multiple kinds of interactions between 
black, brown and while have taken root which confound racism and racists and whexe !here is 
a long and remarkable history of struggle and resistance. It is unthinkable. Studying history in 
a creative manner through critical interrogation of different interpretations and sources is not 
incompatible with having a non-negotiable content.54 

While the expression of such sentiments is encouraging for supporters of history and of the 
humanities more generally, it is evident that a struggle for the hearts and minds of policy 
makers, no Jess than for prospective snLdents, is continuing - in South Africa as elsewhere. 
If our discipline is to have a viable future, historians of whatever persuasion must continue 
to combine to respond to this challenge. 
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